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Pt. JAWAHARLAL NEHRU
In a glimpse of his love for children, our
land began to remember his birthday as
Children’s Day. The principal purpose of
this celebration was to make all the
citizens of India aware of giving rights
and opportunities to children to get an
education. It is their right to grow in the
right direction so that they can scintillate
our nation with pride. The entire 'city is
colored pink' as everyone rejoices in the
day with numerous ways of celebration.
Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru devoted his
entire life, to succor the persecuted.
Pundit Jawaharlal Nehru said, “The
children of today will make the India of
tomorrow. The way we bring them up
will determine the future of the country.”

"The flag of
independent India is
colored with bloodsacrifices of the
martyrs."

T

he pride that the martyrs have left
for our nation is sterling and
precious. One such martyr, Shri
Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru, the first Prime
Minister of India, was famous among the
children with the name of 'Chacha Nehru'.
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru was born on
14th November 1889 in Allahabad city of
Uttar Pradesh in India. Because of
Jawaharlal Nehru’s immense love for
children, on 14th November, his birthday
was declared as Children’s Day. He was
the giver of a famous slogan as “Aram
Haram Hai.” He became the first
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chairman of the National Planning
Commission and two years later he
started a National Development Council
to improve the living standard of the
Indian people to make better quality of
life. Nehru Ji had been a great feminist,
fighting against misogyny and supporting
the struggle for women's rights. One of
the most pulchritudinous words of Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru is "to awaken the
people it is the women who must be
awakened. Once she is on move, the
family moves, the village moves, and the
nation move."

Children's Day is a beautiful occasion to
commemorate the famous thoughts of
Chacha Nehru. For the children, it's a day
to make merry and enjoy the celebrations
thrown at them. They enjoy the greetings
and gifts given to them by the teachers
and guardians. This land won't forget the
hardships that our honorable martyr
faced serving the nation and its people.
JAI HIND
HAPPY CHILDREN'S DAY
By:
Paarth Wassan
Class - 11
GBN SR. SEC. SCHOOL, 21/D,
Faridabad, Haryana

SARDAR
VALLABHBHAI PATEL

S

ardar Vallabhbhai Patel is called the
‘Iron Man of India’ for his courage
and willpower. He was born in a
farmer’s family in 1875 in Gujarat which
was then a part of Bombay State. His
father’s name was Jawar Bhai.
He had his school education at Baroda
and during his school career, he was a
brilliant student. He was bold and
fearless from his childhood. After
finishing his school education, he joined
college and finally passed his law degree
with credit.
He started his practice as an advocate at
Ahmedabad and earned fame as well as
fortune. He started leading a luxurious
life. During this period, he came under
the influence of Mahatma Gandhi and on
his motivation gave up his practice and
joined the Civil Disobedience Movement.
He continued to be a staunch Congress
worker and leader in all other movements
undertaken by Congress.
The most famous of the movements led
by Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel was the
Bardoli Farmers Movement, which he
very successfully conducted. It was a notax campaign and the Bombay
Government had to yield to the demands
of the Bardoli farmers. He was one of the
top leaders in Congress like Gandhiji and
Nehru and no policy decision was taken
without consulting him. Though he hailed
from Gujarat he was an All-India leader
from the beginning and had a powerful
voice in Congress.
After independence, he became the
Deputy Prime Minister of India, the first
to occupy that distinguished post.
Jawaharlal Nehru was the Prime Minister.

In 1947 when we got Independence,
there were the several Princely States in

“Happiness and misery
are paper balls, don't
be afraid of death.
Join the nationalist
forces, be united.”
India and the unity of India depended on
their accession to Indian Union. There
was some difficulty in respect of some
Princely States like Hyderabad and
Travancore. With the tact and willpower
of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, it became
easy to get all Princely States merged

with the Indian Union. By consolidating
all Princely States, Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel proved that he is an Iron Man of
India. Because of his efforts, we had a
United India before we became a
Republic in 1950.
The Iron man in India breathed his last on
15th December 1951 in Bombay, leaving
the new nation firm and on a good
foundation. Many believe that if only had
Patel lived longer India would have
become stronger than it is today.
By:
Kritin Dixit
Class - 9
SKD Academy, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
Edited by: Menka Sharma
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FIRST WOMAN IN THE
INDIAN ARMY AWARDED
THE COVETED‘

FIRST INDIAN WOMAN TO

FLY FIGHTER
AIRCRAFT SOLO

‘SWORD OF HONOUR’
PRIZE

C

aptain Divya Ajith Kumar, is the
first woman in India’s history to
bag the “Sword of Honour” award
from the Officers Training Academy. She is
an officer in the Indian Army Air Defense
who has a touching story as she has
inspired many women to join the Indian
defense.
Captain Divya was born in Chennai, Tamil
Nadu where she also completed her
education and graduated from Stella
Maris College. Divya Ajith Kumar was
also a graceful Bharatanatyam dancer
and a strong basketball and discus throw
player. Later, she joined the National
Cadet Corps, and she showed great
determination and will-power, which
attracted attention towards her purpose
in life and contribution.
Captain Divya was then awarded the
Sword of Honour, as she was the best
cadet in the NCC, and the service she did
in the Indian Army. In the 2015 Republic
Day Parade, when Divya was only 25,
she was chosen to lead the all-women
contingent, with a total of 244 cadets
(trainees in the armed services or police
force).
Divya also won the award of “Best Cadet
Commander”, as well as the title of “Best
Parade Commander”. She became
unstoppable by doing service work and
helping other women to work in the
Indian defense. Presently, she is an
instructor at the Officers Training
Academy where she helps other women
pursue their career in joining defense
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forces and taking a part in making a
difference in the country. Captain Divya
also visits schools and gives talks to
young girls on why choosing a career in
OTA can help serve the nation and she
also helps them build a career through
her connections.
She believes that if she as a girl can join
the Indian Defense, then every other girl
can. When Captain Divya talked about
her struggles in her career, she shared, “I
don’t consider them as a sort of
discrimination. I took them as a
challenge, and if as a girl, I can do it,
every other girl can do it. Just following
the dreams is what matters.”

Captain Divya Ajith Kumar is a role model
who has inspired many young women
and girls, to serve the nation and make a
difference in the country. Her actions
have truly proved that a woman can do
anything if she has determination, will power and focus.
Let’s make a difference in our country just
like how the first woman in India’s
history to bag the “Sword of Honour”
award from the Officers Training
Academy, Divya Ajith Kumar did.
By:
Nayra Shah
Class - 6
Keystone School, Pennsylvania,
USA

AF Officer Avani Chaturvedi is an
Indian pilot from Rewa district,
Madhya Pradesh, born on October 27,
1993. She is an active sportswoman and
plays chess and table tennis. During her
Bachelor's in Technology course at
Banasthali University, Rajasthan, in 2014,
she joined the college's flying club, which
fascinated her to fly. Her elder brother, an
officer in the Indian Army, inspired her to
join the Indian Air Force.

Squadron Panthers in Suratgarh,
Rajasthan. Before 2016, women made up
just 2.5% of Indian Armed Forces,
working in mainly non-combat roles. In
June 2016, Chaturvedi, along with
Bhawana Kanth and Mohana Singh,
made history by becoming India's first
female fighter pilot less than a year after
the government decided to open the
fighter stream for women on an
experimental basis.

With some flight experience in her
college's flying club, she was selected for
training at the Air Force Academy, which
she completed at the age of 25. She took
six months of training on the Kiran jet
trainer at Hakimpet, followed by a oneyear-long stint on Hawk advanced jet
trainer at Bidar Air Base, and finally
became a fighter pilot in June 2016. She
got posted in the Indian Air Force No. 23

Avani has done precisely what is required
to create history. Shattering the deeprooted combat-exclusion policy for their
gender in the Indian armed forces, she
had flown solo in aircraft like Pilatus PC-7
turboprops, Kiran, and Hawk jet trainers.
In 2018, Chaturvedi became the first
Indian woman pilot to take a solo flight
in a MiG-21. She flew solo in a MiG-21
Bison fighter aircraft over Jamnagar Air

Base on February 19 for around 30
minutes. In 2018 Avani was promoted to
the rank of Flight Lieutenant and was
honored with the doctorate from
Banasthali Vidyapeeth. On March 9,
2020, received Nari Shakti Puraskar by
President Ram Nath Kovind.
Avani Chaturvedi's feat brings India on
par with countries like Britain, the United
States, Israel, and Pakistan, where
women fly fighter jets. Let's hope that
future generations of women follow in
her footsteps and bring glory to the
country towards women's empowerment.

By:
Pulkit Khanna
Class - 11
S. D. Public School
Edited by: Menka Sharma
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IS NANO

LEARNING THE WAY
FORWARD IN EDUCATION?
BY: SHAIKH MOHAMMED RAEES
PRINCIPAL, SAROSH JUNIOR COLLEGE OF SCIENCE MITMITA, AURANGABAD

N

ano learning proved to be
“Bridging the Education Gap”
created by the unavailability of
the physical educators and specially in
COVID period which required schools to
shift to remote learning or online
learning.
The benefits of nano learning are
nowadays clearly seen in the field of
education as they render the
educational process faster and easier to
cope with for both students and
professors.
Backed up by the learning sciences,
Nano learning improves students’
abilities
to
efficiently
process
information. It provides students with
small bits of information over short
periods of time where in it can be
termed as a "Chote Packets se Bade
Dhamake". This improves retention, it
also increases productivity, captures
students’ attention, and stimulates their
ability to learn.
However, there is one thing to be known
for sure: Nano learning makes education
faster and more efficient.
Without any doubt we can state these
outcomes:
• It lets that students and computers
process information faster.
• It lets the members of academic
create the study materials they need
for effective practice.
• It grants a deeper understanding of
topics and lets those who suffer from
disabilities to study more effectively.
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• It ensures connection and robotized
future for the world of education.

traditional learning situations as well as
remote learning environments.

training teachers on how to teach
nanoscience and nanotechnology.

The key aspects of Nano Learning are
the short content. The content is
maximum of 5 minutes, but less than 2
minutes is ideal.

When it comes to assessment rather
than traditional methods of assessment
where the teacher presents a lesson and
the students practice for a week and
then there’s a big test at the end; the
strategy should be that the teacher
presents information in a short manner,
students complete a quick practice, and
then it is followed by a brief assessment.

Nano learning is one of many cuttingedge strategies in education and an
appealing method to provoke true
learning. Keep in mind that Nano
learning is not some “Special
Educational Strategy”, but something
that is happening out of necessity.

The most common form of Nano
learning is short videos also known as
“video pills” because they are brief and
easy to understand. You can create great
videos using only your phone, and there
are a lot of free and low-cost apps you
can choose from to easily edit your
videos on a phone, tablet, or computer.
Get started by watching editing tutorials
online.
You can also watch existing videos.
YouTube, TeacherTube, TedEd, and Khan
Academy have excellent educational
videos that students of all ages will find
engaging.
Not all Nano learning is video based,
however one may switch to Power Point
Presentation (PPT) or Google Slides
ready to use Graphics, Canva, Pinterest
also offers access to a lot of its content
for free & especially if you are new to
Nano learning. It is certainly an effective
learning strategy. It is ideal for both

One may easily use Google Forms to
allow students to quickly answer
questions about a lesson or topic. Using
tools such as these are great for making
submissions quicker and easier while
using technology. This can be quite
useful in remote learning situations
where students are in the same location
as the teacher.
Many developed countries have
embedded nano learning applications in
the curriculum.
The United States is one of the first
countries to reshape the curriculum to
include this field to prepare and guide
learners in the future. They also paid
great attention to teaching nano
learning in schools and universities and

Nano learning education is an urgent
necessity in the 21st century, in the light
of technical and scientific acceleration
and great competition among nations.
Many conferences and seminars have
pointed to the need to introduce nano
learning in the curriculum so that
students do not feel the gap between
the school and the reality they live in.
Identifying a student’s needs and the
learning skills they need to improve
considering the learning objective and
breaking it down into what they need to
know to reach the objective. Each skill is
then capsuled into pellet information
and delivered through multimedia
formats.
Everyone - including children, teachers,
and graduate students - can benefit,
enjoy, and learn this technology.
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ABHINAV BINDRA

FIRST INDIAN
WOMAN WRESTLER TO

WON FIRST INDIVIDUAL
GOLD MEDAL IN
2008 SUMMER
OLYMPICS IN BEIJING

I

t was the summer of 2008 in Beijing,
China when India created history at
the Olympic games. The man of the
moment then was Abhinav Bindra who
sent millions of Indians into a joyful
celebration by winning the first ever
individual gold medal for India in
shooting.
He was born on 28 September 1982 in
Dehradun, Uttarakhand. Long before the
gold medal, he had already won various
awards during his teenage years. He had
received the Arjuna award as an 18-yearold and the Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna
award a year later. He was also honoured
with the third highest civilian award, the
Padma Bhushan after his historic gold
medal.
Bindra’s run in the Olympic started well
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with him finishing fourth in the
qualification round with a score of 597.
He was in excellent form and was looking
easy to top the medal list. But just before
the finals, Bindra in his warmup round
shot a 4, which upset him. His presence
of mind helped him realize that the sights
of his rifle were not in sync. This is when
the hours of practice and the meticulous
planning Bindra had put in over the years
helped. He was quickly able to adjust and
adapt the rifle and got it back to the
center. The finals began and Bindra
started with a very good shot of 10.7 and
then after every shot his scores were
increasing and he was moving up in
positions in the leader board.
After around 5 shots, Bindra was in
second position and with one last shot

pending, Bindra and Henri Hakkinen were
tied at a score of 698.7. It all then
depended on that one last shot that
stood between Bindra and the coveted
gold medal. It seemed like an eternity till
the shot got fired. Finally, the shot went
in and fetched that gold for India sending
jubilation across India.
Bindra’s gold is a spectacular unforgettable
feat for the sporting community in India. It
also inspired many sports stars. The image
of Bindra holding the gold medal is forever
etched in the hearts of every Indian!
By:
Ananya Vinod
Class - 5
National Academy For Learning,
Bengaluru, Karnataka

WIN AN ASIAN
GOLD MEDAL

N

avjot Kaur was the first woman
wrestler of India who won a gold
in wrestling during the Asian
Championship held in Kyrgyzstan in
2018. Navjot Kaur was born on 10th
February 1990 in a village called
Bagrian, located in the Sangrur District in
Punjab. She faced numerous issues
related to gender bias since the time she
was born, but her father had her back
and believed in her from the start. Her
father Sukhchain Singh a farmer was
always and still is proud of his daughter.
He loved sports as well and thus
encouraged her to follow her passion
and what she loved.

She participated in the 2011 Asian
Wrestling Championship held in
Uzbekistan, the 2013 Wrestling World
Cup, the 2014 Commonwealth Games,
Pro Wrestling League, and many more.

Navjot Kaur represented India in the
Women's freestyle 67 kg category at the

Women’s wrestling in India is still finding
an audience. This historic win helped

2014 Commonwealth Games in Glasgow
in which she won a bronze medal. She
started wrestling in 6th standard where
she took guidance from her coach Ashok
Kumar in her initial phase.

“Chase Your Dreams.
The Success Will
Chase You.”

elevate women’s wrestling in India,
Navjot Kaur has been a role model for all
the young aspiring athletes that India is
going to have in the future. This clearly
shows how she has been able to win
over all the stereotypes set right when
she was young. Such a historic win will
help bring a positive change to our
society and the amount of importance
we give to women’s wrestling in India
and sports.

By:
Shaaunak Bajaj
Class - 11
Neev Academy, Bengaluru, Karnataka
Edited by: Menka Sharma
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FIRST WOMAN OF INDIAN
ORIGIN TO GO TO SPACE

FIRST MAN IN SPACE

RAKESH SHARMA

KALPANA CHAWLA

Y

K

alpana was the youngest among
her 3 siblings and an all-star
student, committed to academics–
specially to science. She finished her high
school then studied aeronautics at Punjab
Engineering College. To have further
opportunities, she went to the US to
become an astronaut. She earned her
master’s degree in 1981 in Texas when
she was 20 years old, then her Doctorate
in Colorado, and by the time she’s 26,
she’s recruited to NASA as a research
scientist. Three years later, Kalpana
nationalized as a US citizen so she can
apply to the NASA Astronaut Corps.
Kalpana remains committed to education
and created opportunities throughout her
training for the rigorous space mission
program. To encourage students from
India towards Space Science she started a
program providing 2 students from her
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former school to visit NASA each year
from India. Meanwhile, her research is
published in technical journals, and she
becomes increasingly vital to the
aeronautical field and by the time she’s
32 years old, she has completed her
training and is selected for her first flight.
Kalpana Chawla went to space in
December 1997 and became the first
Indian-born woman to do so. While
orbiting the earth 252 times, she
recorded videos documenting her work
there. Upon return to Earth, Kalpana is
one of 7 people selected for another
space mission (STS-107) on the Columbia
Space Shuttle. They launched in early
2003. She with the crew conducted 80
experiments over 16 days. The shuttle
returns to Earth after a successful
mission. On a February morning, it is set
to land at the Kennedy Space Center. The

shuttle malfunctions and disintegrates
moments before of its landing in Texas.
Over the course of Kalpana Chawla’s two
missions, she logged 30 days, 14 hours,
and 54 minutes in space.
All seven crew members are tragically
killed in the accident. At that time,
Kalpana was 41 years old. After her
death,
she
was
awarded
the
Congressional Medal of Honor for her
history-shaping contributions to the field
of aeronautics. Today, we have university
buildings, scholarship funds, and even a
NASA supercomputer named after her.
By:
Kannan Bakaria
Class - 10
Guru Nanak Public School,
Dalhousie

ears ago, we Indians could not
even imagine someone from our
motherland travelling to space. It
was a dream, sometimes people even
considered this a lunatic idea that can
never come true. Squadron Leader
Rakesh Sharma, however, turned this
fantasy into a reality. Sharma was born
on January 13, 1949, in Patiala, and
enlisted in the Indian Air Force in 1970
as a pilot. He reportedly conducted at
least 21 combat flights in a MiG-21
during the 1971 Bangladesh War, and in
1982 he was finally chosen to be a
cosmonaut
for
a
Soviet-Indian
collaborative space mission. He took off
in the Soyuz T-11 on April 3, 1984,
together with two Soviets. He fulfilled
the Indians' desire to travel to space.
Rakesh Sharma was thought to have
surpassed Amitabh Bachchan, who was
at the height of his popularity, as the
nation's hero. He was the one who
paved the way for space exploration by
India.
He is the only Indian citizen to travel in
space, although there have been other
astronauts with some Indian background
who were not Indian citizens. In space,

Sharma performed several experiments
including photography of India from
outer space and analysing the effects of
yoga during weightlessness. The
relevance of yoga, which is significant
now because of its benefits in this fastmoving world, was transmitted around
the world by an Indian 38 years ago.
One of the most memorable experiences
of first India reaching space in 1984 was
Sharma’s conversation with Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi who asked how
India looked from up there. To this,
Sharma replied, "Saare Jahaan Se
Achcha" before adding that the most
beautiful moments from space were
sunrises and sunsets. Further, apart from
being the first Indian to stay in space,
Sharma is also the first Indian to receive
the honour of the ‘Hero of Soviet Union’
award. He also received Ashok Chakra
along with his Russian co-astronauts.
Patriotism is what we learn from him.
Despite facing the tragic loss of his 6year-old daughter, Sharma did not step
back but instead considered the national
ideal and put the country first. From
Rakesh Sharma's journey, we can all take
away a wealth of valuable lessons that

we may apply to our daily lives.
When the phrase "First Indian Space
Expedition" is used, only one name
comes to mind: Squadron Leader Rakesh
Sharma. It is always someone who
shows bravery and does not hesitate to
try something new for the first time and
achieves accolades and glory not just
from himself but also from the nation he
belongs to. Even now, we Indians say his

“Turning an
impossible dream
into a possible
reality.”
name with the same pride and smile as
the whole nation did years ago. Let's all
rejoice over this incredible space mission
and salute the lone Indian space
traveller.
By:
Trisha Thomas
Class - 11
Ryan International School, Malad ICSE
Edited by: Menka Sharma
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